DISCIPLINE ROAD MAP

From initial complaint to Supreme Court order, an overview of the process
followed in a typical case to impose sanctions on a Florida Bar member

Attorney Consumer Assistance
Program (ACAP) receives complaints
from clients, opposing counsel,
judges or others.

Bar counsel refers case to grievance committee
in lawyer’s judicial circuit (made up of at least
one-third nonlawyers) for additional
investigation. Committee assigns a member to
investigate. After a hearing, committee
determines whether there is probable cause.

Grievance committee finds no
probable cause, or issues a
letter of advice or diversion.
Case is closed.

Allegations would not constitute
a violation warranting discipline
or do not support going forward.
Case is closed.

If ACAP determines that allegations
would constitute a violation of the
Rules Regulating The Florida Bar,
a file is opened and lawyer gets 15
days to respond.

DESIGNATED REVIEWER/
BOG
A member of the Board of Governors,
the designated reviewer, reviews
grievance committee decision.
BOG can review discipline cases
at any point in the process.

If further investigation is
warranted or lawyer does not
respond, case is forwarded to
one of the five branch offices of
the Bar.

Bar counsel closes the case after
determining that discipline is not
warranted.

PROBABLE
CAUSE
FINDING
If the Grievance Committee
finds probable cause, the
designated reviewer can
request reconsideration or refer
the case to the BOG discipline
committee within 30 days.

Following the period
allowed for
designated reviewer
action, and if none is
taken, charges are
filed with the Florida
Supreme Court.

Florida Supreme Court appoints
county or circuit judge to serve as
referee. Referee hears witnesses,
receives evidence and recommends guilt or innocence and
appropriate sanctions. Referee also
reviews all consent judgments.

SUPREME
COURT

Discipline order is enforced by the
Supreme Court’s contempt powers.

Reviews report of the referee or
consent judgment. Court can
approve or disapprove any aspect,
and its decision on guilt and a final
discipline order is final.

Referee’s report is reviewed by designated reviewer and Bar’s Board of
Governors. BOG and lawyer have 60
days to appeal referee’s decision.
.

